
25.04.2020 

Dear Arduino Maker! 
 
The actual Arduino_MKRENV.h (V1.1.0) Library can read out the Air Pressure from the MKR ENV Pressure-
Sensor and can additionally translate the readout to various technical units like MILLIBAR or PSI or … 
 
What I have missed is the possibility to get the Pressure but calculated back to the Mean Sea Level. All 
Meteorological Maps or Lists use this MSL Pressure! This will be done to easily see where an high or low 
weather condition is in place, regardless where the pressure was measured - on MSL, on 550 Meter or on 2000 

in Colorado      . So if Arduino users get the pressure value and check them against their local weather maps the 
values does not match… 
 
I have introduced a new Unit called MILLIBAR_MSL to the Library… 
 

Command 
Resulting 
Pressure in  

Example 
Value 

Ambient-Hight in 
Meter 

above MSL taken 
… 

Ambient-
Temp 

taken … 

ENV.readPressure(MILLIBAR); Millibar on 
ambient High 

956 n.a. n.a. 

ENV.readPressure(MILLIBAR_MSL); Millibar on 
MSL 

967 from MKRENV.h - 
100 Meter 

from Sensor - 
23°C 

ENV.readPressure(MILLIBAR_MSL, 460); Millibar on 
MSL 

1008 from Sketch - 460 
Meter  

from Sensor - 
23°C 

ENV.readPressure(MILLIBAR_MSL, 460, 
17); 

Millibar on 
MSL 

1009 from Sketch - 460 
Meter 

from Sketch - 
17°C 

 
Explanation:  
Line 1.   Works as before my enhancement 
Line 2.   The calculation assumes that the height is 100 Meter above MSL - where the most people live.  
Line 3.   This is the optimal setup if the Sensor is placed outside, where the correct atmospheric temperature 
can be measured.  
Line 4.   If the sensor is used inside where you have a room temperature (23°C). Real outside temperature is 
17°C. Makes the result a bit more accurate.    
 
If you think this is useful for other Users, than please check my changes and use it! The adopted library is 
appended to this mail! The Changes are all marked with the Note WAA: and in the following Files:  

• keywords.txt 

• library.properties 

• WAA_Arduino_MKRENV.h 

• MKRENV.h 

• MKRENV.cpp 
 
 
All the best and stay healthy  
Andreas 
 
 
 


